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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

The World Economic Forum (WEF) rings in the New Year with its annual meeting, held in Davos,

Switzerland, each January. The meeting “will convene leaders from government, business and civil

society to address the state of the world and discuss priorities for the year ahead,” according to

WEF.

In 2023, the theme is “cooperation in a fragmented world,” with WEF noting, “The world today is at a

critical inKection point. The sheer number of ongoing crises calls for bold collective action.”  What

will this bold collective action entail? A key theme being discussed at one of its sessions is

countering “misinformation,”  also known as silencing and censoring any and all opposition.

WEF Plots to Censor ‘Misinformation’

WEF is an unelected global organization with self-appointed leaders. How it intends to deQne the

misinformation it’s targeting as one of its key 2023 initiatives is unknown, but it’s dubbed the

“cumulative ‘threats’ black swan events.” In a description for its Countering Threats in the Age of

Black Swans session, it’s noted:

“As black swan events proliferate, threats that were once considered outliers are becoming

commonplace. This is compounded by a wide range of actors with access to sophisticated

technology and weaponry, as well as an ever-increasing capacity to spread misinformation.

How can we begin to predict the unpredictable in mitigating and countering security threats

from black swan events?”

In December 2022, WEF already started damage control for its Davos meeting, stating in a separate

post that it has “weathered criticism as a gathering of elites and in recent years the Forum has

been targeted by disinformation campaigns.”  As Reclaim the Net noted, this suggests the “group

deems criticism of the WEF and challenging mainstream Covid-19 narratives to be

misinformation.”

It’s well-known fact that the world’s elite hop into their private jets and descend upon Davos,

Switzerland, the highest town in the country,  known for its luxury ski resorts, in order to attend

WEF’s annual meeting, also known simply as the Davos Forum or just Davos.

To even attend the WEF annual meeting, you must be privately invited or a member of WEF, which

costs $65,000 to $650,000.  The attendance badge for the meeting is extra and cost another

$27,000 — in 2020 — just to get entrance to the conference.  So who’s in attendance? As comedian

JP Sears put it in 2022:

“You’ll be excited to hear that the lineup of World Economic Forum’s speakers at their

annual gathering of elites in Davos included such benevolent humanitarians like Xi Jinping,

the leader of the Chinese Communist Party, who’s currently committing genocide, and Tony

Fauci, who’s arguably involved in crimes against humanity, and Bill Gates, who’s arguably

involved in crimes against humanity, and Australian Prime Minister Scott Morrison, who’s

arguably currently involved in crimes against humanity. What a great line up!”

WEF Wants to Keep Their Dirty Dealings a Secret

The irony of the world’s elite Kying in on their private jets to discuss sustainability is an open target

for criticism. In 2018, for instance, more than 1,000 private jets and helicopters similarly made their

way to Davos, and in 2017, an estimated 200 private Kights landed in the city each day during the

event.

By 2050, it’s estimated that aviation will contribute 22% of global carbon emissions. Still, in 2019,

more than 600 private planes arrived at the Davos Forum, and that doesn’t include the military

planes that transported an additional 60 presidents and prime ministers.  In 2020, a “steady

stream” of private planes again chauffeured the elite to Davos.

But we needn’t worry about this indulgence of the upper classes at the expense of the environment,

according to WEF. “Offering little self-awareness, leaders of the WEF claim that the jet-set class

promises to purchase carbon credits to offset the emissions from their planes,” Forbes noted.

This is yet another strategy of the technocratic elite to set up a new wave of colonization in the

name of sustainability and “net zero” carbon emissions — but, if WEF has anything to say about it,

they’ll label this as misinformation and wipe it clean off the net.

Klaus Schwab, owner and chairman of the World Economic Forum (WEF), is the personiQcation of

the Great Reset — the ultimate goal of which is to do away with the democratic process and give all

ownership and control to the deep state — and the technocratic elite who control it. Sears dubbed

him among the most dangerous people in the world.

WEF operates via fearmongering — about disease and environmental catastrophes, for starters.

When the population is controlled by fear, it welcomes authoritarian “protections” like increased

censorship, surveillance and digital identity systems, introduced under the guise of safety, but

which ultimately remove personal autonomy and freedom.

In fact, Schwab wrote, “One of the greatest lessons of the past Qve centuries in Europe and America

is this: Acute crisis contributes to boosting the power of the state. It’s always been the case, and

there is no reason why it should be different with the COVID-19 pandemic.”  Remember, nobody

elected Schwab to any government position, but he’s behind the scenes pulling strings nonetheless.
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WEF Does Damage Control on ‘Own Nothing and Be Happy’

WEF is one of the key players behind the Great Reset, with their “new normal” dictum that, by 2030,

you will own nothing and be happy.  In such a scheme, the world’s resources will be owned and

controlled by the technocratic elite. All items and resources are to be used by the collective, while

actual ownership is restricted to an upper stratum of social class.

This isn’t a conspiracy theory; it’s part of WEF’s 2030 agenda.  Ida Auken is a member of

parliament in Denmark. She’s also a graduate of WEF’s “Young Global Leaders” program,  which is

essentially a Qve-year indoctrination into their principles, with a goal of creating world leaders who

don’t answer to their people but to their bosses at WEF.

In 2016, Auken wrote a propaganda piece about how great life would be in 2030, when the elite take

over everyone’s possessions and autonomy:

“Welcome to the year 2030. Welcome to my city - or should I say, "our city." I don't own

anything. I don't own a car. I don't own a house. I don't own any appliances or any clothes. It

might seem odd to you, but it makes perfect sense for us in this city.

Everything you considered a product, has now become a service. We have access to

transportation, accommodation, food and all the things we need in our daily lives. One by

one all these things became free, so it ended up not making sense for us to own much.

… My biggest concern is all the people who do not live in our city. Those we lost on the way.

Those who decided that it became too much, all this technology. Those who felt obsolete

and useless when robots and AI took over big parts of our jobs. Those who got upset with

the political system and turned against it. They live different kind of lives outside of the

city.”

People were understandably alarmed when reading about WEF’s Orwellian plans, and now WEF is

seeking to censor what it’s dubbed as misinformation surrounding its chilling “own nothing and be

happy” rhetoric. As noted by Reclaim the Net:

“WEF complains that it has been targeted by ‘disinformation campaigns’ and links to

another post  where its managing director, Adrian Monck, suggests that criticism of the

WEF’s controversial ‘You’ll own nothing and you’ll be happy’ slogan is tied to a

‘misinformation campaign.’

In addition to branding criticism of this slogan misinformation, Monck also laments

‘misinformation concerning COVID-19 and vaccines.’ Not only does Monck brand these

topics misinformation but he also claims that ‘misinformation derails free speech’ and calls

for ‘action to prevent lies being accepted as truth.’”

Partnering With Big Tech to Control the Narrative

In 2022, WEF held Sustainable Development Impact Meetings that also featured panels on “tackling

disinformation.” Among the participants were the United Nation’s Under-Secretary-General for

global communications, Melissa Fleming, who noted that the UN had partnered with Big Tech

giants like Google and TikTok to censor the narrative on environmental issues and COVID-19.

According to Fleming, the UN conducted a project called “Team Halo:”

“[W]e trained scientists around the world and some doctors on TikTok, and we had TikTok

working with us. Another really key strategy we had was to deploy inauencers … inauencers

who were really keen, who have huge followings, but really keen to help carry messages

that were going to serve their communities, and they were much more trusted than the

United Nations telling them something from New York City headquarters.”

WEF’s “Freedom of the Press Panel,” held in May 2022, also stressed the need for social media

companies to be held accountable for algorithms that promote false information.  In August 2022,

it also called for the use of AI to censor misinformation and ensure whatever it deems Qts this

deQnition never reaches the public. According to WEF:

“By uniquely combining the power of innovative technology, off-platform intelligence

collection and the prowess of subject-matter experts who understand how threat actors

operate, scaled detection of online abuse can reach near-perfect precision.

… By bringing human-curated, multi-language, off-platform intelligence into learning sets,

AI will then be able to detect nuanced, novel abuses at scale, before they reach mainstream

platforms.

Supplementing this smarter automated detection with human expertise to review edge

cases and identify false positives and negatives and then feeding those dndings back into

training sets will allow us to create AI with human intelligence baked in … trust and safety

teams can stop threats rising online before they reach users.”

How to Ascertain the Truth

The Qrst step to breaking free from the “misinformation” dictatorship is recognizing that the

manipulation is occurring. The next involves consciously opting out of it as much as possible. It’s

especially important that children are protected, as they are among the most vulnerable to the

onslaught of manipulation, which will have serious consequences to future generations.

It’s urgent that we all take steps to remain free, sovereign individuals, which can be as

straightforward as being guided by your own critical thinking and what your heart and soul know is

right, and choosing bravery over obedience.  Stay grounded in your local community and, when

weeding through information in your own life, it’s important to dig deep enough to unveil what’s real,

and what’s real misinformation.
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As written by Michael Nevradakis, Ph.D, in CHD. “ANNUAL PILGRIMAGE TO GENUFLECT TO BILL GATES AND KLAUS SCHWAB”.

Robert F. Kennedy, Jr., said: "The American press makes its annual pilgrimage to genuKect to Bill Gates and Klaus Schwab and receive

their marching orders from the billionaires." Investigative journalist Jordan Schachtel noted that the WEF is "playing defense" in

response to the "major headwinds" facing its "extremist agenda", stating that it is the victim of "disinformation campaigns".

In fact, an article by Adrian Monck, now managing director of the WEF, in Canada's Globe and Mail stated that the infamous "own

nothing and be happy" quote "triggered a campaign of misinformation." Florida Governor Ron DeSantis recently attacked the WEF,

noting that "THEY RUN EVERYTHING AND EVERYONE ELSE IS BASICALLY SERFS." In a recent Globe and Mail article, WEF managing

director Adrian Monck complains that trolls are ruining all of Klaus Schwab's beautiful evil, by spreading far-right disinformation and

whatnot..

He talks about trying to show that the World Economic Forum is good people and would never plan to take over the world or pluck the

wings of butterKies: “There was a pandemic and the World Economic Forum launched the Great Reset, promoting the idea of building

back better so that the economies could emerge greener and fairer from the pandemic”, he says without blinking. Hypocrisy is

reaching extraordinary limits. All for power. A power that will be consolidated at the Davos meeting where the proposals of the 2030

agenda and the sovereignty of the WHO will be consolidated.
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The speaker list at the World Economic Forum meeting is the world's political, business, journalistic and non-proQt elite. Among

the speakers at this year's WEF meeting are 160 young globalists (Schwab previously claimed that alumni of his Young Global

Leaders Forum have "penetrated" the governments of several countries, where WEF policies are being adopted). widely), 52

heads of state and government, including representatives of royal families, and 56 national Qnance ministers, 35 foreign

ministers, 30 trade ministers and 19 central bank governors, including the head of the WHO, UN secretary, director of the IMF,

the director of the FBI, Big Pharma is also heavily represented, CEOs of Amazon, BlackRock and PQzer, senior orcials of the

Gates Foundation and the Soros network, and the publisher of The New York Times, to name a few.

That is, all those who want to dominate the destiny of humanity and make them slaves to their desires.

www.globalresearch.ca/.../5804639  (01/16/2023) .-------

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/davos-gates-schwab-master-the-futu..  (01/18/2022)
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To boil it all down and simply put - Long Live the King, no back talk. When we have the likes of Blackrock, Vanguard, State Street

'owning' possibly up to 80% of assets we are all paying rent to those rent collectors as Vandana Shiva describes them. When the

same crowd massages the buying, selling or holding those assets by their super computers There is No Market or Marketplace

and along with it comes damn little if any Capitalism. If there is any Fracture, it is their disconnect believing their own Fantasy

Land Marketing Messaging. It is their disconnect with Humanity, Life, the Spirit the Foundation to all that Lives or actually

nourishes and allows Life to exist, our actual real wealth.

These Rent Collectors are blinded with tunnel vision on numbers, data on a spread sheet, separated from wisdom. Wisdom

being the many the Life Experiences exposing an unwritten, the things in Life the 99% share but words cannot describe them.

Predator$ as result of their actions based on such tunnel vision, Qnd themselves in a position where the general population is in

the process of abandoning their herding techniques to realize we have common issues and interests outside of Para$ite$

attempts to impose their will upon us.

Peoples leaving their either or messaging meant to Divide and Conquer has left them in the spot where they are reduced to

calling 'Lefty's' Right Wingers and then those leaving the 'Right' Extremist. This is one of their most troubling Black Swan. The

true majority Qnding and standing their ground to push back with real solutions affording real answers solving problems outside

of the Predator$ strict, narrow control.
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The main problem is the majority are "unelected" and the elected ones take on policies and ideas that they then do not present

to their governments and peoples to vote in favour or not in favour of. Private organisations WEF, UN etc... riding rough shod

over democracy.
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Very well described JUST, and Vandana masterfully projects it with the seeds and the slavery of GMOs. “POVERTY HAS A FACE.

IT HAS THE FACE OF A CHILD, IT HAS A FAMILY FACE, IT HAS THE FACE OF YOUNG AND OLD". "HUNGER IS DUE TO A SELFISH

AND POOR DISTRIBUTION OF RESOURCES, TO A 'COMMODIFICATION' OF FOOD". As Dr. Mercola says, much less of a 1% that is

taking control of everything and creates inequalities, hunger, disease and death.This meeting links to the 2030 agenda is

described by the UN using issues such as climate change, sustainability and environmental protection to mask its real

objectives, the United Nations is pushing in an effort to impose a system of world government that will control the population

and the natural resources of the world, an AGENDA THAT INCLUDES THE PLAN OF 500 VACCINES FOR EVERY HUMAN BEING

ON EARTH IN THE NEXT 8 YEARS. A depopulation announced while the power creates the need to announce a supposed

climate change that translates into investing taxpayer money to enrich the globalist elite. stakeholders” that Schwab promotes

is, of course, a classic corporatism that Schwab sees as a positive aspect of the “China model”.

Dictators and imperialists always seek "Order" (their own) while those who defend the people seek international competition,

freedom and development that challenge economic and political power with individuals and countries seeking advancement

through competition. between alternatives can reveal the truth and promote prosperity. Among the attendees at this year's

World Economic Forum in Davos are Chrystia Freeland, (Deputy Prime Minister of Canada and avid supporter of the Ukrainian

state) Ursula von der Leyen and of course WEF founder Klaus Schwab who have in common THAT THEIR PARENTS OR

GRANDPARENTS WERE NAZI LEADERS.
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The basis of Nazism and fascism is corporatism, that unholy alliance that eludes democracy between right-wing big business

and left-wing socialism, both sustained by and exploited by the totalitarian state. “a very attractive model for a good number of
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World Economic Forum Plots Misinformation Plan
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola & Fact Checked

At the World Economic Forum (WEF) 2023 annual meeting, countering misinformation is a key

agenda

'

WEF claims a “wide range of actors with access to sophisticated technology and weaponry, as

well as an ever-increasing capacity to spread misinformation” are a threat

'

WEF hasn’t deQned the misinformation it’s targeting, but it likely includes criticism of the WEF

and challenges to mainstream COVID-19 narratives

'

In 2022, WEF held Sustainable Development Impact Meetings that also featured panels on “tackling disinformation”'

Among the participants were the United Nations, which noted it had partnered with Big Tech giants like Google and TikTok to censor the narrative on

environmental issues and COVID-19
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and left-wing socialism, both sustained by and exploited by the totalitarian state. “a very attractive model for a good number of

countries” because like all corporatist fascists, Schwab wants to impose “Order” on the world. Since 1971, elite thought leaders

have met in Davos but the WEF has failed to take effective steps to reverse the three most destructive policies currently

harming humanity: 1) Failure to transition $5.9 trillion in global annual subsidies from fossil fuels to renewable energy; 2)

Unscrupulous failure to challenge the coordinated suppression of proven early Covid[ii] treatments to save untold lives; 3)

Failure to restrict wholesale printing of national currencies to prop up the dangerously indebted Western economy, while

promoting centralized digital currencies instead.

https://www.globalresearch.ca/***-children-world-economic-forum/5805070  (01/18/2023)

https://www.globalresearch.ca/dangerous-thought-control-from-world-economic-forum-globalism-transhumanism-inevitable-d

estiny-humanity/5805006  (01/18/2023)
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Yes Gui, much of poverty is formed, nourished & nurtured by a Financial system making any necessities commodity products

needing their now Qnancial masters blessing if possible. If areas are outside of their inKuence, they destroy any and all

traditional social traditions and knowledge allowing harmony engaged with each other along with real and natural wealth, to

leave nothing but Predator$ self-serving systems to turn too. How many times has "we didn't know we were poor, we were

happy," been expressed back in the day by many country music performers? Much of what is considered poverty is a PR

message campaign then those who buy it or are stuck with it wonder why they can't Qll the hole in their lives with the material

junk. Most can't Qll basic needs also leaving holes in their mental, emotional lives. Killing the soul, the spirit.
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Gui- This is a side note. I have to go back and have more surgery tomorrow for another retina detachment on the same eye.

Quite frustrating and frightening. It seems like my body makes too much scar tissue in the eye so the original surgery did not

hold. The doctor says the making scar tissue in any other parts of the body is good but not the eye. So she will take a different

approach and use an oil bubble not a gas bubble and also put in some sort of banding around my eye. She says it may be

uncomfortable for a few days but she puts those clear bands in for many kids and they do Qne. Do you know why I seem to

make more scar tissue? Seems like by body heals too fast so not good for the eye since it takes time for the bubble to dissipate.

Am I taking too much a whatever supplement? Will not be able to respond since I have to keep my head down almost 24/7 for

weeks. Thanks and take care.
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fvtomasch - I have a relative who produces too much collagen, I am not sure what the exact name of it is but I think it is a

condition something like scleroderma...
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Journalists confront at WEF. Check out the video on Brighteon. www.brighteon.com/2b52e4ca-702d-4565-a848-c7ba43657558
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A few days ago, Dr. Mercola posted an article about public health persuasion/propaganda. It included a study (link below) of the most

persuasive language for getting people to take the covid-19 vaccines, and that turned out to be a combination of community message

plus embarrassment (I.e. You didn’t get the vaccine. Now you’ve gotten infected, passed the virus to Grandma and she is in the

hospital. Aren’t you embarrassed?)  That community spread messaging is based on a lie we were told. The lie was the vaccine would

provide herd immunity. If you got vaccinated, you would be a “dead-end” for the virus. It is a LIE because we now know that our public

health orcials knew early on that the vaccines weren’t tested to stop transmission.  Herd immunity from covid vaccines is a

pharmaceutical myth! I’m not a fan of Orwellian language like misinformation or disinformation. They lied! And we know it. That is

their problem.  Persuasive messaging study link:   pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/34774363
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Here in Aus it just wasn't Morrison committing the crimes against us. The state premiers were the ones dictating mandates,

lockdowns, curfews and travel limits. The federal government didn't mandate shots for their workers only the states did. There was

also an outcry against him when PQzer shots were diverted to Europe because they had a greater need. The public were braying for his

blood saying he had mucked the vaccine rollout for Australia. The msm were responsible for so much of this.
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When we own nothing and be happy, does that mean we all get private jets to Ky us wherever we want to go, stay at luxury hotels, eat

caviar, ski at posh resorts, have private security guards, etc.? Is that what they're telling us?
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Don't hold your breathe.
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thanks for the chuckle Momtad! Actually I heard that the jet set Qnally Qgured out that oil and gas is indeed limited, and all these

cruise lines and jumbo jets are just wasting it on the middle class. This is all about thinning out the population and then

corralling the rest into a co-op lifestyle where there is no "life", no picnics in the woods, no trips to Yellowstone, no Caribbean

cruises... they all waste the resources that only they should have!
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"One of the greatest lessons of the last 5 centuries in Europe and America" says Schwab.......the last 5 centuries have been a slew of

manufactured crisis, one after another, by those evil doers of the Counter Reformation, initiated by the papacy and it's military arm, the

jesuits. If you study the bible, Revelation and the prophets, you will Qnd all the answers there as to why and who manufactures all this

strife. Schwab is referencing the last 500years because it has been war against those who would take authority away from the papacy

and the dragon/Satan who gives the papacy it's power.

IT HAS BEEN LOST TO MODERN PEOPLE, THE POWER TAKEN BY THE PAPACY AND COHORTS. In 2017, the 500th anniversary of the

beginning of the Protestant Reformation, the pope said, "the Reformation is over." History and the bible both clearly mark the papacy

as THE ANTICHRIST and the Fallen away church. Nevermind all the lies and inQltrations that have deceived people into a stupor and

taken away most of truthful history. Deceived people do NOT know they are deceived. The bible, KJV, is the truth one can know.
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The timeline is telling,& what they all unite to hate on with their redeQned 'love'. They hate the word& the Word, w/his witnesses.

Just don't forget where the error came creeping in from: Alexandria& Babylon as that spirit is changeable& moves its seat,&

many have no king but Caesar, the Pontifex Maximus since Julius Caesar...&/or follow some cultic Jezebel woman, or team of

non-discerning 'spiritual-but-not-doctrinal' experientialists open to any spirit but the Holy Spirit who works by the word: folks full

of confusion& strangely legalistic& tyrannical even when their riots of excess are on the Epicurean side of the way so few will

receive despite all evident truth, conscience & the word & Spirit of God testifying, & its being freely offered to all, in &by Christ.

Not just unbelieving Jews whose minds are still covered by the veil have no king but Caesar as the people cried to their loss so

long ago, but many who say they are Jews but are not, picking up the errors of Philo,Clement& Origen via Augustine, Eusebius,&

Jerome: replacement theology w/ its harmonization of pagan empire&evolutionary philosophy& root of the modern errors in

biology,politics, economy& cosmology; worshipping that Queen of heaven& dying god thing, too, w/ all the world's fornicating

fertility& merchandising cults& Craft.

Beyond dialectic philosophy. Don't forget those suffering,& often betrayed & doublecrossed, people from whom the

Protestants& Reformers got their preserved texts when the time came in God's timing to fulQll Psalm 12, culminating in that

King James Bible in the world trade language of today,unbreakable, indestructible,& marked by many infallible proofs.

The true saints& word of God get the treatment of the prophets of old at the hands of the unbelieving& powerful, indeed, even

the treatment given Messiah, Immanuel, himself: & all who desire to live godly in Christ Jesus shall suffer persecution. Some

greater, some less. Leonard Verduin, The Reformers& Their Stepchildren.
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re: "WEF hasn’t deQned the misinformation" - they cannot deQne misinformation scientiQcally without including themselves and their

actions in the deQnition. Truth being told, "misinformation" is simply "information with which WE do not agree." Information is deQned

and becomes truth by agreement. The larger the community of people who believe a fact - the more truth value it has. Different

communities have different goals, therefore they have different truths. This is normal and healthy. It is abnormal, and unhealthy for

one community to force its "truths" on all other communities - because such actions limit the breadth and depth of our understanding,

our options, and our truths. Historically - that's what religions (not scientists) do. To your health, tracy. Founder: Healthicine
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One of their manufactured severe bomb cyclones needs to annihilate their gathering.
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Only one? How about ten; just to be on the safe side!
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Don't forget the May 2009 meetings of 'philanthropists' Bill Gates, David Rockefeller & Oprah.....or what Norman Dodd told G. Edward

Grirn about what was in those philanthropist 'foundations' minutes. Shades of Professor Quigley, but only hinting, being hooked into

the same craft & system, the same web, himself. A bit like Charlotte Iserbyt and her 'dear Daddy', member of Skull & Bones. No mo'

idols.
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Who wants to deQne 'misinformation'? No, not WHO.
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Another good resource on all this interconnectedness is Corey's Digs. You won’t be disappointed. Check out:

www.coreysdigs.com/.../a-library-for-redpilling-volume-9  Find on that page the video "Gates & UN Control It All! Billions in Taxpayer

Dollars”. Here is the link to it on Rumble: rumble.com/v1dsp2o-gates-and-un-control-it-all-billions-in-taxpayer-do..  Corey does an

incredible job following the money.
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Since Vietnam 1967 to 1969....nothing scares me. Nada!! CUT  THE  CORD!!! LIVE YOUR BEST LIVES!
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I am pretty sure we all here have taken the Qrst step Dr M said: breaking free from the “misinformation” dictatorship by recognizing

that the manipulation is occurring. The question is: how do we help family and friends who have been brainwashed by Big Tech, Big

Pharma, mainstream, etc.? They are so convinced and won't hear a word of what we tell them! We're also taking the second step:

consciously opting out of it as much as possible. I believe we're all working actively to equip our families for what's coming/is already

here. Finding a like-minded community is probably not an issue for most people in this forum being in USA, but for those of us in less

privileged areas? How do we Qnd like-minded people in our towns/cities?
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Off this topic but related to articles the last few days. GBNews has just shown a video of Ex Prime Minster Tony Blair at Davos, saying

(and you heard it here Qrst, Dr M on the ball as usual) that....multiple vaccine shots are coming down the line and that countries need

to have the digital infrastructure to have the data for the digital recording of these vaccines and other information pertaining to the

individual, and lots of countries still do not have that digital infrastructure and it is really needed. I tried to Qnd video footage of this,

GBNews showed it on a show at about 19.35ish UK time. Mr Blair is basically saying and conQrming what Dr. M has been saying the

last week.

So what to do..... he kept mentioning data, data....so deny them the data, ditch smart everything. Enhance your immune system etc..

etc... as we all know to do. Reason for my comment, people who call Dr M conspiracy etc... Tony Blair has just conQrmed on UK

television everything he has said the last week or so. I still can't Qnd video on the internet ...but GBNews just aired it the last 35 mins or

so to the whole of the UK. It was on Nigel Farages evening show and he called it "evil, pure evil....".... There is a mention in this article

about telling governments what is coming "down the track..." so they know what to expect etc....

www.express.co.uk/news/politics/1723326/tony-blair-mask-wearing-covid-..  ...."I think that is not just about Covid it is the fact that

we are going to have a whole slew of new vaccines that are going to deal with some of the worst diseases in the world, that give us the

opportunity to make big changes in the health of the world. "If you want politicians to focus you tell them this is coming down the

track."...... So there you have it.... these people are just riding rough shod over democracy.... I mean come on the independant

parties....in all countries, let's get rid of the rot.
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Found this, there must be more on the interbuts (thats what my millenial offspring call it....lol.....)

.....twitter.com/.../16160409750963159s   OK just to cheer everyone up....I love what this couple is doing, they do not talk down

the to dogs and treat them really well, remembering that dogs have average intelligence and understanding of a four year old

human...... www.bbc.co.uk/.../world-us-canada-64227620   Further.......

reclaimthenet.org/tony-blair-wef-wto-digital-infrastructure-vaccinatio..   and....my point being, the couple treat and

communicate with the dogs, better and with more respect than the WEF do to us...us being the rest of the world....
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Interesting.... so when you move into The City everything will be free; doctors, food, furniture.. everything. In exchange you will have to

be obedient and do whatever job is assigned to you. You'll even Qnd your mate on line, so no need for bars or restaurants. They'll

entice people as there won't be any crime in the city. No pets either, they just announced at the WEF that we need to get rid of pets.
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entice people as there won't be any crime in the city. No pets either, they just announced at the WEF that we need to get rid of pets.

1984 in real time.
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"Surely You set them on slick ground; You cast them down into ruin. How suddenly they are laid waste, completely swept away by

terrors!.." [Psalm 73:18-19] They only have each other - and they live in terror of US and the rest of the universe which is against them

and their lies.
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I share my observations today because I know the people here will get it: I went ceiling lighting shopping yesterday in the big city and

every sales clerk I encountered seemed in a fog, like brain dead, as if a zombie. It was so odd. No one seemed interested in making a

sale, customer service was lacking (to say the least), and when I did Qnally get two clerks interested in helping me, they didn't know

how to order the product! Very strange. Also, there was very little trarc on the main streets and it was at 4 in the afternoon so it had

nothing to do with the kids being in school. Another FYI: the small restaurant businesses in my rural area are closing earlier now..ie at

8pm instead of 10pm. According to the three owners I chatted with it is because: "I can't Qnd competent help." The vaccines are poison

and it is starting to show.
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Missed this "politization" of climate change discussion? epi-cure posted this link the other day. Its worth time to listen to history, may

be overly scientiQc for some: - Dr. Jordan B Peterson and Dr. Richard Lindzen dive into the facts of climate change, the models used to

predict it, the dismal state of academia, and the politicized world of “professional” science. - - Climate Science: What Does it Say? | Dr.

Richard Lindzen | EP 320 - - www.youtube.com/watch  -Wasn't following Canadian Dr. Jordan Peterson until recently; AND a brief

takeaway - to POOR COMMUNICATION - a 1000 page UN climate report was issued in 2002 that no one read; then a 200 page

summary followed, which also no one read, with a press release issued.

On the last line of the press release, it said that a small increase in earths temperature might be due to man. And the media picked up

on the last sentence and got the attention of several politicians, claimed man was causing our environmental issues (which the report,

summary and press release does not say) and amount attributed to humans is more or less than a rounding error in all analysis of

changes. Worse, the earth's atmosphere over the tropics is much different than outside the tropics, so this entire Co2 discussion

amounts to a political agenda distortion beyond imagination. Assigning carbon credits to human activity falls under the category of a

major hoax. Even if you do not grasp all the science being discussed, the backstory or history is amazing. Everyone may want to pass

this on to science buffs in the family and circle of friends.
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Yesterday TheBearRuns posted some real numbers about the C02 numbers: "Our atmosphere contains about 0.04% carbon

dioxide. Within this 0.04% only about 2.5% is anthropogenic (man-made emissions). However, our global CO2 is absorbed by

natural carbon sinks (plants, oceans) regardless of the total volume of emissions. That is why 31,000+ scientists around the

world signed a petition stating "there is no convincing scientiQc evidence that human release of carbon dioxide, methane, or

other greenhouse gases is causing or will, in the foreseeable future, cause catastrophic heating of the Earth’s atmosphere and

disruption of the Earth’s climate." Anybody with a calculator can calculate how insigniQcant man's effect is on C02: 0.04% in

decimals is 0.0004 (four hundredths of one part).

Man is contributing 2.5% of this (expressed as a decimal = 0.025. So multiply 0.0004 x 0.025 = 0.00001. When we divide 1 by

that 0.0001, we get reality: That's 1 part in every 100,000 parts. So the total contribution of Manmade C02 amounts to 1 part of

every 100,000 parts of the atmosphere, or 10 parts per million. Yesterday, Reuters reported a study: "About two billion tonnes of

carbon dioxide are being removed from the atmosphere every year, according to a report published on Thursday, but nearly all of

it is accomplished through forests, despite growing investments in new technologies." They went on to justify man made efforts

needed to remove more.

It is hard to believe that they ignored Algae in their calculations, because that removes more than trees; since there is so much

more of it. The elephant in the room, though, is that water vapor, itself a greenhouse gas, is a far bigger part of our atmosphere

than C02. (continued)
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(continuation) It has been estimated that if all the water in the atmosphere were to fall at once, the oceans will rise about an

inch and a half. It makes me wonder where all of the rest will come from when they predict ocean rises of 2 feet or 10 feet. Even

if our atmosphere were 2 degrees warmer, it doesn't mean that all of the glaciers will melt, because the melting point will still

remain at 32F (0C),  I guess we don't need to worry about that until the Devos crowd start selling their beach front properties.

My city began a rain tax several years ago. All industry pays monthly based on the square footage of roof and paved parking.

Fortunately, my $6 monthly is being spent locally to keep the sewer drains maintained. Carbon taxes, are doing nothing to

reduce emissions or remove any carbon existing in the air. Thanx, Rrose, for naming it what it is: a hoax.
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WE are the carbon they want to eliminate.
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It's amazing to me that 'we the people' are always to blame for the climate problem/pollution - recycle more, drive less, etc. etc. We

have a plastic problem but there is no way the people are going to solve it on the consumer end. The only way to solve it is to stop

making it - and that is on the corporations. Every forward step of progress that man has made has been to the detriment of the

environment and the health of the people - by the corporations. There really needs to be more cost beneQt ratios being done in every

aspect of society. All the issues we face with pollution of our air, water and soil come from man's arrogance to think he can make it

better than nature. We have radiation in the ocean from fukishima - who thought putting a nuclear plant on the ring of Qre was a good

idea?

I can't imagine we can stop the technological progress as that is a giant snowball going down a hill, but going forward someone needs

to look at whether new technology is worth the price we are paying through the harvesting of resources, and how the end of life

disposal is going to impact us. I Qnd it ironic that so many people want to get rid of oil but all the plastic is made from that and just

look around at how many things you own that are made from plastic - are you willing to give those things up? It's frustrating to me that

there are alternatives but no one wants to put the time and money into bringing those things to market. End of rant. :)
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"Convenience", "social justice", "virtue signaling", "plandemics", "vaccines", "environmentalism", "technology", "AI", "equity",

"diversity", "inclusion", "post modernism", "relativism", "saviorism", etc., (all of the proselytized "buzz words") are all super

highways to hell. Sociopaths/psychopaths can't help themselves, &, the people readily allow it. Ultimately, it's the lack of

morality & virtue of the people (each man/woman) that are responsible, &, only the ones for whom own that responsibility can

defeat evil.
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I cannot be sold on anything. No pharma, no factory food, no cell phone contact, VPN.
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When your "misinformation" panel features a guy who CNN found untrustworthy, then you know the WEF has the perfect people for its

mission. After the last two years, irony has died. More accurately, it was killed by people like this, people who brazenly lied and actively

worked to harm citizens. Gradually, people are catching on, however, but more need to. Amid numerous nations reporting excess

deaths and the explosion of "unexplained" deaths, there are still media outlets and others insisting that the jabs have nothing to do

with it. It is fascinating to watch and read.

These people can't tell you what the cause is, but they are certain it's not the magic medicine. Sadly, too many believe that which, in a

way, I can understand. It's not normal in free societies to believe that govts and public health agencies mean to do their citizens harm.

Who wants to think that? But when you listen to and watch them, and when their actions defy conventional explanation, then you must

consider alternatives that were previously out of bounds. And one recent development appears to be YouTube bleeping out any

mention of the Great Reset.
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Ha - they don't just meet to discuss things. Press in the UK and US been reporting on the ladies of the night gathering there too....!!

nypost.com/2023/01/18/prostitutes-charge-davos-attendees-2500-a-night/
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Saw this. Glad to know the cultists need to watch their backs.
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Birds of a feather... & I'm thinking most of those present prefer something a little less willing, more innocent& stolen like what

they just busted at the Vatican-owned apartment of Jorge Bergoglio's key aide's secretary,& what Ghislaine Maxwell & Epstein

was involved in. (Maxwell!...don't know if it connects....but, talk about birds of a feather & passing things on in the family..) Like

Crowley, & old nasty Blavatsky, tho, what a shock to Qnd out what Lord they're truly serving....& via that hated old antichrist

Pope, vicarius christi she thought she was Qghting, no less!

Russo-Italian freedom-Qghter? I wonder if the old Oxford funny new man himself was the one to break the news to her in her

new home. She was terriQed of that head of MYSTERY,& all those who go waking dragons& serving Satan have a different kind

of fear, than those serving the Lord of truth& glory, the Faithful& True. (Or those 'ladies' of the Dance of the Chestnuts...or w/ old

Madame Pompadour...or brought in to the brothels in the Old West by the immigration schemes a few years back)....

At least America was still biblically literate& many faithful enough that many of those heard faithful preaching& got saved out of

the degradation& bondage of that old father of lies& accuser of the brethren's false 'liberation'&'luv'. After the Jesuit

manipulations& the de Medici's St. Bartholomew's Massacre& the troubles driving the faithful out w/ the word, there wasn't

much hope of that for many in France:all they got was the fall-guy Jean-Paul Marat w/ Charlotte Corday, their apocryphal bloody

heroine.

(As tho the FBI/CIA groomings & set-up's ....or what the WEF's up to, were anything 'new'.) Dupes& suckers& useful idiots &

conspirators are born everyday. (Thank the Lord that repentance& getting to know the risen& transcendent Lord in truth&

according to the scriptures can Qx that: but only individually& 1 by 1. The times of the Gentiles are coming to their close,

evidenced, & as written.) Amazing.
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Here in the UK The Times, London, (Paper of Record) sic! had a front page article encouraging everyone to take their Statins; showing

they are now the PR department for big pharm. Gosh knows what their so called "Journalists" are thinking? No doubt something along

the lines of "home and family to support, every other newspaper doing the same; smile and take the money!"
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Yes - saw that in the Daily Mail.... comments section was interesting ! most people aware of the harms and not through the so

called misinformation on the internet. People saying personally what had happened to them and what had happened to

relatives. Thing is if they pump out meds that don't work or have terrible side effects and give them to the masses - they can

quash 100% of what they call misinformation on the internet and media, but if people are having bad effects from any meds,

word soon gets around doesn't it..... with or without tech and media.
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Some times with that you will see in tiny tiny small print somewhere "advertisement" then they present it as a written article as

advice, so people think it is legitimate advice. This also should be labelled misinformation, the style of the "advertisement..." as

it is misleading to many.
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Had dinner last night with someone who had been on statins but had dropped them due to bad side effects. She recently

learned her rather sudden onset of cataracts may be due to her statin use for some time. She is rapidly becoming a

non-believer, but Oh Lordy, what have "they" wrought?
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One of the things that might make Dr. M such a threat to the corporate establishment is the fact that his personal climate science does

not follow their us-versus-them narrative. Yes, of course we have a lot of CO2, but we also have lots of O. However, we only have so

much Ice, so... Yes, let us unite on climate solutions, not the cynical windmil stuff. Bio fuels and hydro-carbons are manageable.

Carbon free energy has many viable options that are not necessarily renewable. I agree, let's solve this, but in resonably managed

ways that invite an honest inclusion among skilled labor and union-protected individuals working with, as and for the People of the

USA.
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Before I read the article...I noticed that someone already posted this (from Brighteon - who saw Qt to ban me, with no explanation). I'm

posting it again - probably from the same source that mike adams got it from. My friend, Jack sent me this. ---

rumble.com/v2658gm-caught-him-rebel-news-pummels-pQzer-ceo-with-quest..
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Hi Randy, you and everyone really really want to watch this 13 minute presentation by - - "DR. DAVID MARTIN: EXPLOSIVE,

JAW-DROPPING INFO FOR CANADIANS" - www.bitchute.com/.../zlRLIbcQ5jEs  - posted up a few days ago. You will quickly get

the point. As David is saying, a good time to focus attention and cut to the chase...
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Thanks, Rreal. I already have that one.
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